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Archaeology is the study of the human
past, from the hunter-gatherers of Ice
Age Europe to the inhabitants of early
modern cities. As a student at Chester
you will discover what life was like
for these past societies, and learn the
techniques and approaches that we
use to study them. In doing so, you will
develop a suite of new skills that will
provide the foundation for your future,
whatever career you wish to pursue.

Why study Archaeology with us?
At Chester, you will be part of a friendly and 
vibrant academic department. You will be taught 
in small groups by academic staff with expertise 
in a range of periods and specialisms, and will 
have access to modern research facilities. These 
include our laboratory, which is equipped for the 
analysis of human remains and environmental 
samples, facilities for experimental archaeology 
and artefact recording, and modern computer 
suites. Whilst much of your time will be spent on 
campus, our modules also include field trips to 
sites, monuments, and museums across north 
west England and Wales.

Professional Accreditation
The Single Honours Archaeology
course is accredited by the
Chartered Institute for
Archaeologists (CIfA) and University
Archaeology UK (UAUK). This reflects
the emphasis on practical and applied training 
we provide, how we prepare our students for 
future success and our commitment to
developing the professional and transferable 
skills of all our students.

Choosing an accredited degree is a well-
established career entry route in many sectors 
and is widely recognised as the first step on a 
career pathway leading to professional status.

Student membership of CIfA will be offered to all 
Single Honours students. On graduating from an 
accredited degree, a graduate should meet the 
criteria for PCIfA (Practitioner) grade.

A study visit to a historic monument – such trips are integral to the course.



The Learning Experience
Our teaching comprises a mixture of lectures, 
seminars, site visits, and practical workshops. 
Some modules will also involve a larger element 
of practical work, undertaken in either the field 
or the laboratory.

Contact hours can be in the region of 12-15 
hours a week, though this will be higher if you 
choose the more practical elements of the 
course. You will also be expected to undertake 
set reading, either ahead of lectures or for an
assignment, and will undertake research for 
essays and other coursework.

Assessment is varied; written work in the form of
essays, reports and portfolios, and oral
presentations all feature. In all cases our
assessment aims to develop and enhance your 
key employability skills.

Career Opportunities
Whether you want to pursue a career in
archaeology or heritage, or have other plans 
for your future, a degree in Archaeology from 
Chester aims to equip you with a range of skills 
that are invaluable to all employers.

As a subject, Archaeology helps to develop core 
skills, such as problem solving, critical thinking 
and analysis, numeracy, and team working, 
which provide a strong foundation for any 
profession.

Additionally, many of our graduates go on to 
work in the heritage sector, either in commercial 
archaeology where they excavate sites ahead of 
development, in museums, or for local and
national heritage bodies, such as the National 
Trust. Some have even set up their own
companies to provide heritage support for 
schools and the wider community.

Students gaining practical survey experience.

Chester students are
eligible for the European

Archaeology Skills Exchange –
funded placements on excavations

in other European countries.
www.grampusheritage.co.uk/

archaeology/ease



Your Archaeology Degree

Our Single Honours Archaeology course 
is accredited by the Chartered Institute of 
Archaeologists (CIFA). You will study the 
archaeology of North West Europe in a 
global perspective – explore the histories 
(and prehistories) of migration,
movement, and cultural interaction 
that has led to the diversity we can see 
around us.

The first year of your degree programme lays the 
foundation for future success. You will study five 
core modules designed to provide the skills
necessary for you to become an accomplished 
and skilled archaeologist.

The second year provides you the opportunity 
to specialise and choose from a range of option 
modules including Themes in British PreHistory: 
From Rock-Art to Hadrian’s Wall and Ethnobotany 
and Experimental Archaeology. Students will also 
have the opportunity to gain valuable practical 
skills spending 3-4 weeks in the field (optional for 
Combined Honours students) and you will also be 
able to encourage in landscape analysis,
excavation, survey and artefact analysis.

In your final year you can specialise further with 
modules ranging from Vikings to The Archaeology 
of Human Remains and Later British Prehistory.

You will also undertake a dissertation, supported 
by a supervisor, on a research topic of our choice, 
which will demonstrate the research skills you 
have acquired during your career as an
archaeologist at Chester. The perfect way to end 
your degree, your way!

Student Satisfaction 
Students on the BA

Archaeology are highly
satisfied with their programme,

including 100% overall
satisfaction in 2020.

National Student Survey



Students in the Archaeology Laboratory

Landscape survey in Year 1

Excavating 11,500-year-old
butchered horse remains Learning recording skills on the training excavation



“Studying archaeology at the University of Chester was a
brilliant experience. The lecturers were not only amazingly
insightful, but also genuinely amazing.”

Iwan Allardes, BA History and Archaeology, 2017

“The Department was close, both academically and socially,
and the lecturers were always available and happy to help
with any problems.”

Jon Ward, BA Archaeology, 2015

“The skills and knowledge I gained from my Chester
Archaeology degree have proved invaluable in helping me
to gain employment. The range of practical skills I learnt,
from interpreting and recording complicated stratigraphic
sequences, to the analysis of human remains and the use of
Geographic Information Systems, have proved invaluable for
the work I carry out.”

Dave Laverty, Freelance Archaeologist, BA Archaeology, 2015

“I regard my time at Chester as paving the way for everything
that I have done since. After graduating, I completed a
Landscape Archaeology MA at the University of York and then
won a fully funded AHRC PhD studentship at the University
of Oxford. I now work as a Graduate Archaeologist in global
design and consultancy firm Arcadis. Here, I undertake desk-based
assessments, site visits and develop project-specific
GIS mapping. On a daily basis I am able to employ, test and
develop everything that I have learnt since I started at Chester.”

Dr Jessica Murray, Graduate Archaeologist at global design and
consultancy firm Arcadis, BA Archaeology, 2010

‘‘I really enjoyed my time at Chester, the Archaeology staff
and Department were really friendly. The relationships I built
with them and other students made the Department feel like
a community, which was lovely! The course was really varied,
allowing me to learn about all parts of Archaeology and go
into more depth about the bits that interested me, by picking
modules about them in my second and third year. I was able
to link the Archaeology to the Forensic Biology side of my
combined course really bringing together everything I learned.’’

Bronwen Kennedy, BSc Archaeology & Forensic Biology, 2019



Our Archaeology Training Excavation (Year 2, Experiential Learning: Archaeology) is run exclusively for Chester
students and takes place during the third term of the second year. Currently located within Chester, the Chester
Amphitheatre Environs Research Project (CAER) explores the archaeology of historic Grosvenor Park, a stone’s throw
from the Roman amphitheatre and the site of a former medieval mansion and Civil War skirmishes. The excavation
gives students an opportunity to gain valuable skills as an integral part of their degree programme.

Delivering Excellence 
We are consistently committed to 
delivering an outstanding student 
experience – year in, year out.

Specialists in Heritage and 
Public Archaeology
Supporting you to develop your
archaeological skills, knowledge of
the past, and explore the relevance
of heritage today.

CIfA Accredited 
Our Single Honours programme is 
one of only 12 to be accredited by the 
Charted Institute for Archaeologists.
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Entry Requirements:
For entry requirements, please see: www.chester.ac.uk/ug/archaeology

Contact:
Department of History and Archaeology:

T: 01244 512160

E: history.archaeology@chester.ac.uk

Undergraduate Admissions:

T: 01244 511000

E: enquiries@chester.ac.uk

www.chester.ac.uk/ug/archaeology

@histarchchester

@ArchaeologyChester

@HistArchChester

The modules given above are the latest example of the curriculum available on this degree programme.
Please note that programme structures and individual modules are subject to change from time to time for
reasons which include curriculum enhancement, staff changes, student numbers, improvements in
technology, changes to placements or regulatory or external body requirements.

The University of Chester is committed to the active promotion of equality of opportunity. Applications are particularly welcome from 
those groups currently under-represented in higher education. For a copy of our diversity and equality policy in admissions, please 
contact us at enquiries@chester.ac.uk

This document is available in larger formats upon request. Please email enquiries@chester.ac.uk for further details.




